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Packed with the latest Dreamweaver tips and techniquesGet up to speed fast and start creating
dynamite Web sites!Do you want to create a sophisticated Web site that's easy to develop and
maintain? Whether you're a beginner or an experienced Web developer, this friendly guide
shows you how to utilize Dreamweaver's newest enhancements to build and manage state-of-
the-art, professional Web sites quickly and easily.Set up your site and create new pagesWork
with text, graphics, and linksDefine and apply styles using CSSAdd audio, video, and
Flash® files to your siteUse Dreamweaver's database features





Michael S. Mayers, “Even A Dummy Can Use Dreamweaver. I had Dreamweaver for several
months and was struggling still with working with it, despite online tutorials, reading the help
manual cover to cover, etc. I am pretty computer literate, but terminology like "divs" and "AP"
and "CSS" weren't part of my vocabulary and I was having difficulty relating to the way it all was
put together.Having had a good bit of success learning conversational Spanish using the "Idiot's
Guide to Spanish", I found the "Dreamweaver CS3 for Dummies" to pose the possibility for
educating me on the finer points of this application. So I bought it and within a week, I was
working on my own websites MUCH more efficiently (and correctly). I have recommended this
book to several of my friends and recommend it to anyone who is using this program for the first
time. I have found Dreamweaver to be an excellent program, but for those of us who are just
breaking into building our own websites, there's a little "pre-education" that can be helped along
by using this book.”

Rebecca Gurland, “What I needed. This book is just what I needed to get me started in
Dreamweaver. I had used an older version of Frontpage - that did not prepare me for the
complexity of this new program. The book, being especially for the CS3 version, has clear
illustrations of the panels, etc. It's still very complex. Janine Warner has more resources on the
internet that I will check out too. The little tips and hints throughout the Dummies books alert you
to things of importance. This book helped me to understand the language needed to be able to
use the Adobe on-line tutorials. The only thing is that I had to ink out the big "Dummies" on the
cover of the book- it helps to learn when I don't think of myself that way!”

Rob-n-TX, “Makes it so easy. Switching to Dreamweaver was intimidating. Windows 7 on my
new laptop wouldn't allow me to use my old web editor. I fought Dreamweaver from Day One.
My For Dummies book makes it so easy that I am finding the power of DW doesn't have to be
complicated.”

W. Sacramone, “Good for beginners. Helpful for us beginners. Ready for the next level pretty
soon. Everything seem to be going as planned and maybe this CS3 will be what I need”

Matthew J. Mier, “Great learning book. Great book to learn from”

Robert G. Smith, “Five Stars. Very helpful.”

Rony of Weston, “Using and happy.. Exactly as expected. Using and happy.”

J. H. Sumner, “Dreamweaver CS3 by Janine Warner Review. I had been using Dreamweaver
CS3 for some time, and finding my way around the program as best as possible - Adobe's Help



System proving to be unhelpful and impersonal. Needing some extra help on features that were
not too obvious, I invested in Janine Warner's book.It is clear, concise and explains everything in
detail, leaving very little to the imagination. Fortunately, it doesn't include those annoying
Americanisms, bad jokes and stupid comic icons in many of the Dummies books.As an author of
many computer books, I considered many of the chapters were excessively 'padded out' which
involved unnecessary reading - sometimes pages of it, otherwise a very good, well written and
useful book.”

M. EDWARDS, “Good value for money. I bought Dreamweaver CS3 and having installed it found
it too complex to get started even though I had previously constructed Web sites using
Frontpage. This book has answered all my queries and has given an insight into even more
complex techniques such as the application of databases.I was certainly able to use
Dreamweaver to construct an operational Web site using this book. It answered all my
questions.It is good value for money.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Dreamweaver for Dummies. Designing web pages is a bit more complex
than many people think, but if you've got a smattering of knowledge about the subject then this
is a very useful book. It's also an extremely good reference once you're up and running
producing your web pages. Good value for money.”

steveb, “Five Stars. jolly good”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 39 people have provided feedback.
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